












                                           DARKSWORD: The Trigger




Grassy Hillside
                                           
        The pillar of energy descended rapidly from the stormclouds above, striking him and enveloping him in it's bright red energy almost instantly. His arms still outstretched above him, Errian felt the power flow through him like never before, knowing that all his years practicing the sorcery and magic had come down to this one moment. The energy started to crackle all around him, with lighning bolts of the red magic striking the ground all around him, leaving burn marks in the long grass of the hillside. The winds intensified, until it seemed as if a massive storm had taken over the area around him, raging on to his utter delight.
        Errian's eyes began to glow red as well, a large smile appearing on his face. 
       "Yes.....yes I am ready!" he exclaimed. "I feel the power and welcome it!!" he screamed, the noise from the surrounding storms close to deafening, with debris starting to fly around as well. The whole area was becoming unstable, animals now starting to flee as well. The stormclouds overheard turned an ever darker shade of grey now, accumulating and blotting out the sunlight. The descent into chaos was accelerating, and Errian seemed oblivious to everything but the power, ignoring the plight around him, focusing on the devastating energies.
       "All my life, I have dreamed of unlocking the magics and  the powers they hold....." he started. "Now, I have achieved that very thing, and now I command the energies themselves!!" More of the red lighting now shot forth from the palms of his hands into the air. 
      "The secret to the higher existence shall be mine!!" he screamed, before laughing uncontrollably. Red energy continued to swirl and crackle, the melee around the hill getting worse by the minute. It seemed as if nothing could stop it, nothing could bring it to an end. Not even Errian himself could stop it now. His destiny was close at hand.


Ranier's Forest

      "Practice, practice, practice." said Ranier to himself, loading another arrow onto his bow, and aiming at the next target. Pulling back the string, he steadied his hand before properly acquiring his target. Focusing on it, he let the arrow fly, and within seconds, saw the projectile strike small wooden disc dead in the centre. 
      Ranier smiled to himself as he lowered his bow. "Job well done!" 
      About to go retrieve the arrow and target, he was stopped in his tracks by a familiar voice that called out his name. 
     "Ranier, come sit with me!" said Chandra, his love, from the cabin. "You've been practicing long enough for today." she said with a grin.
      He turned and headed towards her, then broke into a run, scooping her up in his arms after dropping his bow in the grass next to the cabin. 
     "Anything for you." he replied, stroking her long red hair before setting her down gently on the log bench he had built for them. He sat down next to her and put his arm around her, bringing her closer. Chandra giggled and put her head on his shoulder, closing her eyes, happy to be next to him and enjoying his warm embrace. 
     "You would have kept shooting the rest of the morning and into the day if I hadn't come out." she said, giggling. 
      Ranier smiled. "Perhaps. But only because I push myself to be better." he replied.
     "Mmm....you push too hard sometimes." she remarked, snuggling up a bit more. Ranier just smiled, and held her, content to sit like this forever. A few moments passed before he noticed cloud cover rapidly spreading, darkening the sky. 
     "Interesting." he said. "I've never seen clouds do that." 
     Chandra opened her eyes and looked to the sky. "Nor have I." she said, as a breeze kicked up and started rustling the trees all around their little clearing. 
    "Something is wrong." Ranier got up off the log, picking up his bow and slinging his quiver over a shoulder. 
     "I'm going to the next clearing." he mentioned, walking off towards the tree line. Chandra didn't say anything, and watched as he headed off in silence.
      It took him only a short time to pass through some of the trees and brush and emerge on the ridge overlooking the meadows and a vast portion of the land. Off in the distance to the north, he saw what appeared to be a storm, but nothing like what he had known of. A red pillar of light could be seen stretching up to the sky, violent storms of some sort all around it. Just then, he left something wrap around him. It was Chandra having followed him, and had put her arm around his waist. 
     "What is it, love?" she asked, staring confused at the disturbance. 
     He frowned. "I don't know. But it is not good. I must go see Darius immediately. He's closer to that thing than I." 
      Chandra looked sad all of a sudden. "I should come with you." she replied. Ranier shook his head. 
      "No. Not this time. I'll have Darius send Arielle here with Damien so you'll all be safe. Something is very wrong out there." he said, before putting her hands in his, and pulling her close. 
      "I will be as careful as one can be, and I"ll be back as soon as I can." he said, before kissing her on the lips, finishing it off with a warm embrace. 
      "You better!" she replied, hugging him one last time. 
      Ranier smiled. "I will. Now go back to the cabin, and keep your bow handy." he said, before nodding once, and running down the embankment to the meadows.


Small Encampment, near Carterria

        Meditation was sometimes the only way to get clarity, and he really hated being interrupted in the process, especially when it was working. Kanzim brushed his black cape aside and stood back up off the ground, brushing himself off in the process. His charcoal grey tunic and it's red embroidery were as crisp as normal, and he liked to keep them that way. He flipped his hood back behind his shoulders, and ran a hand through his short, dark hair, eyes glowing green momentarily.
       "There is a distrubance somewhere." he mumbled, aware of the unsettlement due to his command of the dark magic, his eyes now crackling with the green energy for a few moments. He packed up his bedroll, sheathed his sword, and began walking, looking to the sky as he did so. It was starting to darken rather quickly, the clouds moving in and banding together almost as if they had a mind of their own. 
       "Strange." said Kanzim to himself, continuing on, taking in everything along the way, the winds were starting to pick up substantially as well.
        His eyes still aglow, he began to feel the dark magic coalescing through his body now, in a way he had only felt once before, long ago when the dark magic was thrust upon him by an Elder. 
      "Something very grave is occurring, and I must put a stop to it before it gets out of hand." he said, walking faster now, letting his magic powers guide him in the direction of the disturbance. He had learned long ago to trust the power when it took him places, often ending up where he was destined to be, no matter the situation. Questing was nothing new to him, as he had been on a neverending quest to rid the world of evil, as per the Order of Blood.
        Kanzim flipped his hood over his head, concealing most of his face as he made his way down the nearest trail. The winds were now howling and swirling, the disturbance seemingly growing larger. His eyes again crackled with the green glow, the dark magic unsettled. Leaves flew past him, as the clouds continued to grow darker as time passed. He knew it could very well be up to him, and he was ready for it. 
       "I shall not fail." he muttered, leaving the trail as the power guided him into the forest, getting him ever so closer to his goal, and the impending chaos.


Naserria Village

       The sound of thunder in the distance snapped him out of his concentration, having been in a rhythm with his axe for some time, chopping wood since the crack of dawn. A weather anomaly or storm was not something that woudl normally disturb him, but this sounded different. The crackling of the thunder sounded like none he had heard before, and it seemed to get louder after every crackle. Darius put the axe down against the wood pile, and turned in the direction of the thunder. Looking to the sky over the trees, he saw the dark grey clouds as they multiplied.
       Darius stroked his chin for a moment, a little confused at the weather pattern he was witnessing. 
      "There was not a cloud in the sky when I came out here." he muttered to himself, lamenting the fact that the morning was clear and bright, the sun out in full force when he started to chop wood. Just as he was about to turn towards his cabin, the thunder in the distance grew louder with a booming crackle. Darius stopped and again looked to the sky.
      "This makes no sense." he said, before turning and heading to his cabin, making his way indoors.
       Arielle was readng something in the chair nearest the  bookcase, while Damien played on the floor nearby with a wooden toy. 
      "Hi daddy!" he said happily, holding up his toy to his father. Darius grinned and patted him on the head as we walked by. 
      "My love," he started to Arielle. "Join me outside for a moment?" he said, motioning to the door. Arielle looked a little confused, peering up over her book. 
     "All right." she replied, noting how serious Darius looked, albeit with an attempt at a smile. She closed the book and got up, but went to Damien first. 
     "We're going outside for a quick moment. Stay put." she said.
      The boy barely looked up, but nodded, caught up in some make believe adventure that involved his toy. Darius and Arielle made their way outside, closing the door behind. Arielle immediately looked towards the sky, her long, brown hair now swishing around in the breeze that had started up. Darius smiled, noting she looked as beautiful as ever, her cheeks full of colour, and her blue tunic and dress always so neat. 
      "My love," he started, pointing to the darkness in the sky. "Something very bad is happening." he said, and was about to offer an explanation, when he was interrupted from behind by a familiar voice, belonging to someone he knew very well.
      "It's getting worse by the moment." said Ranier, his best friend and master archer. "We need to go and stop it." 
       Darius had seldom seen his jovial friend act so serious, but he knew it was warranted.
       "Arielle, you should take your son to my cabin, and stay with Chandra. She awaits you." he explained. Arielle frowned and looked to Darius, ready to object. She didn't get the chance this time. 
      "Ranier is right. I've never seen the likes of this before. Damien's safety comes first, and you must see to him." he said. Arielle looked sad, but managed a quick grin. 
      "Very well, beloved." she said, before leaning in and kissing Darius on his lips passionately. "But you must watch out for yourselves, no matter what." she finished, before glancing at Ranier.
      "We will." he replied, embracing her. As she left to go get Damien ready to leave, she stopped and gave Ranier a peck on the cheek. 
      "Be safe. Chandra will miss you terribly." she said, before walking into the cabin and closing the door behind her. 
      Ranier looked to Darius. "It does not look good, out there. We might not prevail this time." he said, shaken. 
     The swordsman nodded. "Perhaps. But we shall always prevail. If not for ourselves, then for our loved ones." he finished, before reaching to the woodpile and putting on his tunic and grabbing his sword and sheath. 
     "Let us depart." he said, as the two friends walked off towards the darkness.


Grassy Hillside

      "Yes! Yes!!! The power is finally mine!!" he screamed, as the energy was crackling with more intensity than he thought possible. The clouds around the pillar were so thick and so dark that it almost seemed as dark as night itself. After what seemed like forever decoding the last spell book of the ancient Varmerrians he had located after an encounter with Q'os at the Fire Caves, he had finally been able to unlock the full power of the ancient Varmerrians, of which he was the last in the bloodline, and now knew how intertwined they were with magics that even he found hard to comprehend. The location of the tome came to him in a dream that had possibly been implanted into his subconcious by Q'os during his personal vision of the ancient land and it's times.
       All that  mattered now was that he had unlocked the potential within the text. As the last of the Varmerrians, he carried a burden with him that no one could understand. He did not wish to harm anyone, but nonetheless wanted to achieve that which was rightly his, the full power of the Varmerrian people of days long past. 
     "Varmerria will rise again!!" he exclaimed, the energy around him becoming more violent and volatile by the second., but which he wasn't concerned about. Nothing really mattered to him but the power itself at this point, and power it was, and almost absolute.
       The clouds spiralled above the area surrounding the hillside, now almost pitch black, and spitting out lightning bolts everywhere, the thunder so loud it could knock a mortal out cold itself. Animals that inhabited the area had almost completely evacuated at this time, the once lush meadows full of flora and fauna now a whirlwind of lightning and wind, the latter of which was flattening the long grass flat with it's power. 
       The pillar of pure energy crackled and became even brighter, having completely enveloped Errian and the top of the hillside he stood on, burning a circle into the ground. The sorceror clenched his fists and held them away from his body, laughing almost manically into the storm.


A parallel dimension

        Awoken by a tremor of magic, he slowly got to his feet and made his way over to his study area, lighting a candle on his desk so he could have an idea what was going on. Looking about the room, he went to the only window and peered out, seeing a glowing red oblong disk in the middle of the field behind his dwelling. It crackled with energy and swirled within itself, independent of anything else. Confused by the sight, he lit another candle on his desk, and proceeded to pull an old book off the adjacent shelf, opening it on the desk and flipping a few pages in before he started to read the words.
       Stopping on a drawing of something like what was outside, he read the notations underneath. 
      "Impossible!" he said, before going back to the window and looking to the red disk again with a scowl. 
      "It really has happened." he said. "Some one or some thing has created the vessel of power from ancient Varmerria." he finished, before returning to his desk and closing the book in a hurry. 
      "This cannot be allowed to continue." he said, before shuffling off to a rather large wooden chest in the corner of the room. He pondered it for a moment, before stroking his chin in thought. A few more moments passed before he was ready to unlatch the top of the chest, opening it just as slowly with a creak.
       He picked up the purple robe with the golden crescent moon insignia and put it on hastily, before planting the similar coloured hat on his head. The last thing he utilized was a wand of some sort, a short one with some kind of orb attached to it's business end. 
      "This began with the magic, and it will end with the magic, no matter the power involved." said Merlin, the sorceror of Earth. With great conviction, he left the safety of his dwelling, and went outside to confront the swirling red disk.
       Merlin walked to within a couple of metres of the disk and studied it carefully. It was larger than him, and looked more like a portal than anything else. He knew from experience that it had to be closed. Summoning the magic that he commanded, he raised the wand over his head, the orb glowing bright yellow as it surged with the power of the magic. Focusing on it, he swiped it down with both hands to the direction of the disk as he muttered a magical phrase. 
      Suddenly, a burst of energy shot forth from the orb and struck the disk, which started to slowly shrink. Without warning, a red lighting bolt short forth and struck Merlin, sending him flying backwards onto the ground. He landed with a thud, and was momentarily stunned. He was slow to his feet, as he should for a man of his age.
     "Unh....I'm getting too old for this." he mumbled, brushing off his robe. He reached down and picked up his hat, which had fallen off, replacing it on his head. 
     "Very well. It seems I will have to redouble my efforts." He walked back to the disc, and was about to cast a more powerful spell, when he suddenly stopped dead in his tracks and pondered something. 
     "Perhaps I have not considered all options." he said to himself, before lowering his wand. He reached out to the disk slowly, the red energy crackling, with one small bolt bouncing off his outstretched hand. 
     "I do what I must." was all he uttered, before walking into the disk and disappearing completely, the energy crackling around like a vortex, seemingly with a mind of it's own, and unhappy at what had just occurred.


Carterrian Meadows

        It hadn't taken him too long to cross the Carterrian wilderness, emerging on the other side of the forests, and facing the rolling meadows ahead. Off in the distance past the meadows, he could now see some sort of beam of light piercing through the sky and down to a hill, the clouds surrounding it up high as lighting crackled through them. He could hear the thunder, the sound of it much louder now.
       "Incredible." he said aoud, before continuing onwards, eager to get to his destination and take stock on what was going onover there. "Very confusing as well." he mumbled, still looking at the beam.
        Kanzim was almost past the trailhead that indicated the start of another path, when he saw two familiar forms emerge from the treeline, and keep going towards the disturbance. Suddenly, the blond haired one turned to see him, and motioned to his friend. The two headed towards him, meeting up quickly. 
      "Gentlemen." said Kanzim, nodding his head out of respect. 
      Ranier and Darius followed suit. "We are honoured by your presence." 
      Kanzim grinned slightly. "As I am by you. Am I right to say that you are headed in the same direction as I?" 
      Darius nodded his acknowledgement before speaking. "Yes." he said. "We travel to face the chaos before us." 
      Ranier also chimed in. "No one is safe. It's up to all of us to stop it." he said, with conviction. 
      Kanzim nodded. "Very well. Then we shall stop it, all of us, no matter the cost." he explained, eyes crackling with green energy. And with that, the three men walked together int he direction of the disturbance, each with their own reasons to stop it. Darius thought of Arielle and his young son, while Ranier thought only of Chandra, knowing what he had to do. Kanzim tried not to think too much of the current situation, knowing that destiny and only destiny would determine the outcome of what was to happen, absolutely.


Ranier's forest

        She stood like a sentinel on the embankment next to the tree line, looking out over the meadows, the calamity futher away getting worse by the moment. She could see the darkness spreading in the distance, the winds picking up, blowing her long red hair around in all directions, with some concealing her face from time to time. She sighed heavily, knowing her true love was out there, not to mention a close friend in Darius as well. Not sure if she'd ever see Ranier again, Chandra's lower lip trembled faintly, a single tear running down her left cheek in sadness. She quickly wiped it away as she heard someone approaching.
       Arielle emerged from the trees and saw her friend and the sadness that inhabited her. She walked up and put her arm around Chandra's shoulder and looked out at the chaos herself. 
      "I know you're worred about them, as am I. But we musn't lose hope." she said softly. Chandra wiped another tear away. "I-I know. But....I have never seen anything of this scale, and so dark." she finished, sobbing slightly. 
      Arielle couldn't help but feel for her friend, knowing she had the same feeling inside herself. But she had to be strong at a time like this, not just for her, but for her son Damien as well, whose father may or may not return.
      Just then, Chandra looked up. "Where is Damien?" she asked, glancing about. 
      Arielle smiled. "He's sleeping. The walk here took a lot out of him. Let us go back to the cabin and talk. We have much to catch up on." she said calmly. 
      Chandra managed a faint smile. "I suppose you're right. Thank you." she said, before heading off back to the cabin. Arielle paused for a moment and looked back at the pillar of energy far off in the distance, the chaos seemingly growing. Her dark brown hair also flew around her in the breeze as her gaze remained fixed.
      She held out her hand towards to disturbance, palm out and whispered into the wind.
      "Beloved, be safe. I love you more than you could ever know, and need you to return to me, and your son." she finished, voice trailing off into the wind. As she turned back towards the trees, a wave of sadness passed over her, and she too felt a tear stream down her face. 
      "He has to come back." she muttered. "He has to." she said softly, disappearing into the brush on her way back to the cabin.


Grassy hillside

        Not only was the immense force of the wind now throwing around debris as it flattened the vegetation, but the ground underneath him began to shake as well, starting to feel the pressure of the power above. Errian's eyes were closed so to let him focus mentally on everything that was going on around him. The power was so intense, that he was able to open portals into other realms with his mind, probing them to see what was on the other side.
       'Perhaps my people didn't all die off.' he thought to himself. 'If they had realized this very power, it is conceivable that they escaped into other realms. But....I will never know for sure. Even Q'os wouldn't know.' he pondered.
        His concentration was soon interrupted, as he felt the presence of others approaching him, two of them quite familiar. Concentrating as best he could, Errian closed the portals for the time being, and opened his eyes to watch the three forms climb the hill and arrive on the hill, staying well back of the pillar of energy, barely able to keep upright due to the winds and lighting. Errian didn't recognize the third man, but concluded he must be a friend or associate of Darius and or Ranier to be accompanying them to this place.
      'All will be revealed soon enough.....' he thought to himself. After what seemed like an eternity, someone finally decided to address him. It was Darius himself.
      "Errian! what in the name of the Great Maker are you doing?" he asked of his friend. "The lands around us are in great peril!" 
       Errian nodded his acknowledgement. "It is not my wish to hurt anyone or anything." he started. "I wish to only realize this dream of unlocking the great power of my ancestors, and becoming one with Varmerria!" he exclaimed, the red energy rippling through him. 
      Darius pondered his friend for a moment, watching the energy pulse and flash, sometimes with miniature lighting bolts. He wasn't sure what to make of it. He looked to Ranier, who had his bow in hand, but looked confused at what he should be doing. Kanzim had flipped his hood back, his eyes crackling with the green energy and magic that he had possessed and commanded.
      "This cannot be allowed to continue! You must end this madness now!" yelled Kanzim, sword drawn, eyes locked on the sorceror and his pillar of energy. All three men were fighting to keep upright as they faced off with Errian on the hillside, the storms worsening further still. 
      "I....I cannot give this up. It is my destiny!" he shouted, the power now swirling with more ferocity around him. 
      Darius, almost falling over, looked to the others. "This ends, now! I cannot let this go any further!" he yelled. Ranier and Kanzim only nodded, readying their weapons. Darius focused his powers, calling forth the power of fire. Suddenly, a wave of fire shot forth from his left arm, outstretched and pointed at Errian. It lanced out and exploded on the pillar of energy, with no effect whatsoever.
       Ranier looked to the pillar and then to Darius in disbelief. He loaded a lightning arrow and prepared to strike. Just as Darius re-focused and was preparing a blast of ice, a red lightning bolt lashed out from the energy pillar at him, striking the swordsman and sending him backwards down the hill, tumbling through what was left of the grass, and coming to rest against a fallen tree. 
      "No!!" shouted Ranier, who let loose the lightning arrow. It shot forth with the awesome speed and power associated with it, before striking the pillar and bouncing off harmlessly. Ranier reached for another arrow, but was swept off his feet by a tremendous wind, which picked up into the air, and slammed him down into the ground hard.
       Unconcious, he lay motionless on the ground as Kanzim could only watch. "Very well! I alone will be the instrument of your demise!!" he screamed, the green energy crackling all around him, as he closed his eyes and concentrated on the pillar. With everything he had, Kanzim let loose an unprecedented blast of dark magic energy, making the pillar flicker on impact. 
       Errain couldn't believe it, but instead devoted his thoughts to strengthening the pillar, which he did. Suddenly, he held his hands in front of him as of to hold a sphere of some sort. A few moments later, he was holding a ball of pure green energy, the same dark magic that Kanzim had thrown at him with all due force.
       Errian released it, overwhelming the man and overloading him, sending the man to his kness, before falling over completely, his fight over for the time being. "I will not be denied this by anyone!" he screamed, again raising his hands in the air, trying to perfect his power, once and for all. He did not want to hurt anyone, but he wouldn't be stopped from his goal when after so very long, he was so very close. The pillar kept swirling and amplifying, while the only hope for the land lay scattered around the hill, down.


Meadow near the hillside

        The winds were so bad, his hat had blown off just after the disk had deposited him, closing behind. Merlin figured that the disk was unstable, but didn't give it much of an afterthought. He was focused on the hillside that he nearly was at, having been thrust right into a calamity of epic sorts. The sky was almost black, tree parts, grass, and other debris flew past him, and he was in awe of the red pillar of light for a short time, before knowing what had to be done. Struggling to start up the hill, he came across a fallen form of a man in the grass next to a fallen tree. 
       "Darius." he said, voice trailing off as he shook his head in sadness, passing the man on his way up the hill. 'Not good.' he thought to himself.
        A little while later, he was able to conquer the steep hillside, reaching the top to find two more fallen forms. One he recognized as Ranier, the other he didn't know. Frowning, he turned his attention to a man suspended in the pillar of light, whose eyes were closed.
      "Why do you continue to hurt others in this insanity?" he asked, almost screaming.
       The man opened his eyes. "I did not want to! They attacked me!" he screamed. "I am only here to take what is rightfully mine, .the power of Varmerria!"
       Merlin looked stoically to the man, then shook his head briefly. "The power of ancient Varmerria was never meant to be realized like this!" he snapped.
       Errian laughed some more. "What do you know of Varmerria, old man?"
       Merlin stayed motionless as best he could under the circumstances. 
      "Do you not recognize me, young sorceror?" he asked. Errian pondered the old man for a moment, before his eyes went wide. 
      "Cyrada?!?! Impossible!" he exclaimed. 
       Cyrada grinned. "Not impossible, as you can see. Now stand down, before I do what I must to stop all this!" he said, focusing himself and his own powers. He closed his eyes and looked deep within himself, knowing it was all up to him now.
       Suddenly, he thrust his wand outwards, as it started to glow brightly in white energy, and shot out at the pillar. The red energy shuddered on impact, and started to flicker.
       Panicking, Errian tried to re-focus himself, and countered with a red lighting bolt that struck the white energy halfway, trying to push it back. The red lighting started to win, slowly pushing the white energy back, along with Cyrada, who was almost near the edge of the hill, using all his energy and strength to fight back. Just when it looked like he would fall victim to the lighting, he said a magical phrase aloud, and his white energy bolt magnified five fold, pushing back and sending it and the red lighting back to the pillar with all due force.
       Errian tried in vain the fight back and deflect it, but it was too late, he had lost his concentration, and defeat was imminent. He looked to Cyrada, who had never looked more determined, gritting his teeth in the face of chaos. 
      "May the Great Maker have mercy on me!" he yelled, before the final push of the white energy happened, passing through the pillar and striking Errian, who could not stop it. The energy started to tear him apart from inside, incinerating him as it joined with the unstable red energy and caused a reaction inside of him. 
      "I....meant no--" he was cut off as he disentegrated into nothingness, his soul and conciousness separating and rising into the clouds, his body no more.
       A red portal of energy then opened, the last remnant of Errian's thought patterns. 
      "Go back now, Cyrada. This is my gift to you." said the voice of Errian, from somewhere beyond. Cyrada glanced down the hill at Darius, who was beginning to stir.
     "He'll be fine, They all will." he thought to himself, before staggering into the portal and disappearing, to the astonishment of Kanzim, who had gained enough conciousness to lift his head. The portal then vanished as quickly as it had appeared, as the winds started to die down, and the clouds slowly began to disperse and return to normal.


       "Darius! Please wake up!" said Arielle hastily, rushing over and kneeling down next to her love, with Damien in tow. 
       "Unh."started Darius, trying to sit up. "I.....I thought I told you to stay behind." he mumbled. Arielle smiled, and kissed him on his cheek softly. 
      "We saw the clouds start to recede from the forest." she said, motioning to the sky and looking up, her eyes sparkling as her long brown hair streamed down past her shoulders. 
       Darius couldn't believe it. "Help, help me up. Must get up that hill." 
       Arielle got him to his feet as best she could, while his son latched onto a leg and didn't want to let go. As the three of them slowly made their way up the hillside, they were greeted by the sight of Chandra helping Ranier to his feet. A little worse for wear, Ranier still managed a grin. 
      "Just like old times." 
       Chandra wrapped her arms around him and kissed her love on the cheek. Kanzim was there as well, standing alone, and pondering a burn mark indentation on the ground where the pillar of energy had been, a small hole etched into the ground. 
      "Someone was here, and aided us." he started. He fought the sorceror with a greater power, and won." he finished. 
       Darius looked confused. "How do you know all this?" he asked, wondering what had occurred.
       Kanzim looked to Darius. "I gained conciousness at the climax of the battle. An old man dressed in a purple robe finished the job for us." 
       Ranier spoke up suddenly. "Well, whoever it was, we owe our very lives." he said, bringing Chandra a little closer. 
       Darius nodded. "Agreed." he said, before looking to the burn crater. "Errian. I never thought you would be destroyed by the power you had pursued for so long...." he finished, voice trailing off in sadness. Just as he started to turn away from the burn mark, a giant orb of gold energy formed over it, and became the familiar form of a Dragon in all it's awesomeness, it's eyes glowing white with the raw power and energy that it commanded.
       "Do not mourn the loss of your friend." said the Dragon. "Through all of this, he has become a higher entity now, existing on the plain that we Dragons call home. He will visit you, when the time is right, as he has much to learn about himself. I saw no reason in letting his very essence cease to exist when the power was so strong with him."
       The gold Dragon paused for a moment to consider his audience, then continued.
       "More will be revealed when the time is right. Until then, go in peace."    
       With warning, the dragon disappeared into a pop of gold energy, the orb vanishing immediately, and the charred crater back to normal.
        Darius raised an eyebrow momentarily, then grinned as his son ran up to him.
      "Daddy! A Dragon! I saw a Dragon!!" he exclaimed happily. 
       Darius smiled. "Yes you did." he said, before looking around at everyone. "Let us leave this place. It's time to rest and such. You are welcome to join us, Kanzim." 
       Kanzim grinned slightly. "Very well. I thank you." he said, as everyone started down the hill. After a while, they had left the hill behind, and began crossing the meadows on their way to Naserria village. Darius saw something sitting on the ground in front of him, and stopped to pick it up. It was a purple sorcerer's hat, the kind they wore long ago.
       Suddenly, he saw the symbol on it, and knew who it belonged to. 'Cyrada....' he thought to himself, before catching up with the group, and continuing on to home. Darius knew now that it was Cyrada that saved them all, but was not sure how it all became possible. 
      'Perhaps the Dragon was right. All will be revealed when we are ready, this I have no doubt of.'  Behind them all, the sky finally started to dim on it's own, the light fading as the night drew nearer, all of them fatigued from the ordeal. 
      "Home is where the heart really is." he mumbled, putting his arm around Arielle as they continued to head towards the village, with Damien right beside them.

                                                       
       Watching from afar, Errian couldn't help but feel sadness while observing his friends, having come very close to destroying them, and for what? To feel an ancient power and become one with it? He felt ashamed of himself, and wished he could go down there and tell them all how badly he really felt. For now, he was just a conciousness, a pattern of energy that floated around on another plane of existence. He knew he would be back sooner or later anyways, after the Dragons had helped him hone this new state, and develop it further. 
      'Farewell my friends. Until later....' he thought, moving off high into the night sky.


       Merlin sat in an old wooden chair near his window, reading a few passages out of a book under candlelight, trying to forget the events of the previous day. Thanks to Errian, he had travelled to the alternate dimension and back again, albeit for a short time, and had managed to save his friends there. 
      "That kind of power should never be unleashed." he said, referencing the ancient Varmerrian power that had almost destroyed everything. "No mortal can control it, not even Darius." He closed the book, and blew out the candle, plunging his quarters into complete darkness, with only the stars in the clear, night sky giving light this late, high above the world.



                                                           THE END

